CA Italy 2020 Mission Hotels

ROME

Ludovisi Palace Hotel (First Class)
Via Ludovisi 43 – 00187 Rome
+39 06 42020 396

Distance to Deluxe hotel: (Westin Excelsior): 5-7 minute walk
Room block includes Standard rooms. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

Located in the heart of Rome in a building dating back to the early 1900’s in the fashionable area of Via Veneto, the hotel opened its doors in September 2001. Ludovisi Palace Hotel gives its guests the chance to discover the Eternal City of Rome.

The gardens of Villa Borghese, the Spanish Steps, the stylish shops on Via Condotti, the fashionable bars on Via Veneto, the Triton and Moses fountains, the baroque churches, and the breathtaking masterpieces on display at the Borghese Gallery are all within easy walking distance.

Westin Excelsior Hotel (Deluxe – main hotel in Rome)
Via Vittorio Veneto 125 – 00187 Rome
+39 06 47081

Room block includes Deluxe rooms and Grand Deluxe rooms at a supplement of $95 per room, per night. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

The hotel is one of the city’s most iconic palaces, rich in history and located on the legendary Via Veneto. The Westin Excelsior is nestled between the Spanish Steps and the Borghese Gardens and Gallery. This 5-star hotel features 281 rooms and 35 unique Signature Suites, including one of the most spectacular and opulent suites in Europe – the Villa La Cupola.

Events taking place at hotel:

- Shacharit daily
- Rehearsals
- Speakers/lectures
- Friday and Saturday services
- Friday night dinner
- Kiddush on Saturday
St. Regis Hotel (Super Deluxe)
3 Via Vittorio Emanuele Orlando – 00185 Rome
+39 06-47091

Distance to Deluxe hotel (Westin Excelsior): 10-15 minute walk or 5-10 minute taxi (bus transfer will be available for events).

The first 45 rooms in the hotel block are Standard rooms at the group rate, and after that, there is a supplement of $170 per night. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

Introduced to Rome society in 1894, the architecturally iconic St. Regis Rome is located in one of the city’s most impressive palazzos. The pioneer St. Regis in Europe and a social beacon for Romans and international travelers, the hotel has emerged to define a new era of luminosity. Blending a noble heritage with fearless, elegant interiors has transformed this grand dame into a supremely luxurious and artful residence. High-ceilinged and light-filled, the guestrooms and suites are styled with luxurious Rubelli fabrics, handmade glass and collectable curios – effortlessly sophisticated and distinctively urbane.
FLORENCE:

Hotel Cerretani MGallery (First Class)
Via Dei Cerretani 68 – 50123 Florence
+39 055 238 1301

Distance to Deluxe hotel (Westin Excelsior): 15-20 minute walk or 10-12 minute taxi (bus transfers are available for events).

Limited Standard rooms + Executive rooms at a supplement of $45 per room, per night are available.
Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

Classicism and modernity meet at the Hotel Cerretani Firenze MGallery by Sofitel. Experience a stay in a historical building in the center of Florence, surrounded by art and history. The modern and elegant decor of this boutique hotel in Florence will ensure you enjoy an exceptional stay, while outside you can immerse yourself in the history of the city, strolling among the iconic squares and monuments of the Tuscan capital.

Westin Excelsior Hotel (Deluxe – main hotel in Florence)
Piazza di Ognissanti 3 – 50123 Florence
+39 055 27151
Rooms in block are Standard rooms. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

Events taking place at hotel:

- Shacharit daily
- Rehearsals
- Speakers/lectures

With the Piazza della Signoria and Uffizi just steps away, the Westin Excelsior, Florence sits at the center of Florentine culture. Browse boutiques along the Ponte Vecchio, have an espresso at a local café and enjoy the best Florence has to offer. Relive history in one of our 171 elegant guest rooms and suites recently renovated, some of which feature private balconies. Stunning views of the Arno and our Heavenly® Bed relax the senses.
St. Regis Hotel (Super Deluxe)
Piazza Ognissanti 1 – 50123 Florence
+30 055 27161
Distance to Deluxe hotel (Westin Excelsior): 1-2 minute walk across the street
The first 45 rooms in the hotel block are Standard rooms at the group rate, and after that, there is a supplement of $130 per night. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

Every element of your stay at The St. Regis Florence is orchestrated for your pleasure and comfort. Find pampering and revitalization in the exquisite Iridium Suites by Clarins or keep up with your workout routine in our state-of-the-art 24-hour Fitness Center. Meanwhile, a multitude of activities and services make guests’ stays seamless and memorable. From shopping to sightseeing to touring Florence’s hidden towns, let our always available and capable Les Clefs D’Or concierge staff provide top-quality planning assistance.
VENICE:

Hotel Bonvecchiati (First Class)
San Marco, Calle Goldoni 4488 – 30124 Venice
+39 041 528 5017
https://www.hotelbonvecchiati.it/location/

Distance to Deluxe hotel (Hilton Molino Stucky): 10-15 minutes by boat

Rooms at the hotel are Standard rooms. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

The Hotel Bonvecchiati is one of Venice’s oldest 4-star hotels. “We have been welcoming guests with charm since 1790, in elegant surroundings that are continually updated in line with the latest tendencies, which makes the Bonvecchiati one of Venice’s most well-loved 4-star hotels. We offer exclusive services in sophisticated surroundings as well as the privilege of having the water door where you can arrive in comfort by water taxi or set off on an enchanting gondola ride. “

Hilton Molino Stucky (Deluxe – main hotel in Venice)
Giudecca 810 – 30133 Venice
+39 041 272 3311

Rooms in this hotel are Standard rooms. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

Events taking place at hotel:
- Shacharit daily
- Rehearsals
- Speakers/lectures
- Farewell events and concert

Once a flourishing flourmill, Hilton Molino Stucky Venice has been beautifully restored and offers a different view of the magical city of Venice. Just 30 minutes from the airport, we also offer a shuttle boat service to the city center. With 379 rooms and suites, the largest Congress Center, the second largest spa in Venice, a collection of bars and restaurants, and a stunning rooftop pool, our hotel is the perfect location for your stay in Venice.
Hotel Danieli (Deluxe Plus)
Castello 4196, Riva degli Schiavoni – 30122 Venice
+39 041 522 6480
Distance to Deluxe hotel (Hilton Molino Stucky): 10-15 minutes by boat
Rooms at the hotel are Standard rooms. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

With its heritage setting on Riva degli Schiavoni, Hotel Danieli dominates the Venetian lagoon with spectacular views of the Grand Canal and islands. Also overlooking the Palazzo Ducale, the hotel is just steps away from Ponte Dei Sospiri and Piazza San Marco. The three palaces which comprise the hotel date from the 14th, 17th and 19th centuries: Palazzo Dandolo in Venetian Gothic style, once home to the noble Dandolo family; Palazzo Casa Nuova, previously the city’s treasury; and Palazzo Danieli Excelsior, featuring guestrooms with balconies overlooking the lagoon on its upper floors. The three palaces house a rich collection of precious art and antiques that play witness to the city’s history, blended with contemporary comforts to meet the needs of cultured global travelers.

St. Regis Hotel (Super Deluxe – opening April 2020)
San Marco 2159 – 30124 Venice
+39 041 240 0001
Distance to Deluxe hotel (Hilton Molino Stucky): 10-15 minutes by boat
The first 335 rooms in the hotel block are Garden rooms at the group rate, and after that, there is a supplement of $120 per night. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

The ultimate sophisticate, The St. Regis Venice combines an impeccable legacy with contemporary luxury at the city’s best address on the Grand Canal. Both refined and inventive, The St. Regis Venice is an expression of the cultural curiosity of Venice and the innovation of the modern-day against a privileged backdrop. A combination of five 18th and 19th century palazzi, the hotel has views across some of Venice’s most iconic landmarks and has been defined by the city’s artistic and cultural legacy. Revolutionary in design, The St. Regis Venice merges the historic origins of its location with striking, bespoke interiors.
Baglioni Hotel Luna (Alternative Super Deluxe)
San Marco 1243 – 30124 Venice
+39 04 1852 0260
https://www.baglionihotels.com/branches/baglioni-hotel-luna-venice/
Distance to main hotel (Hilton Molino Stucky): 10-15 minutes by boat
Rooms in the hotel are Standard rooms. Upgraded rooms and suites are available at an extra cost (please contact grace@ayelet.com for upgrade options).

Steeped in history and culture, Venice has a magic about it that enchants all visitors who choose to stay in this incredible place, which is almost frozen in time and overflowing with beauty of every kind.

Enhance the magic of your visit with a stay at the Baglioni Hotel in Venice, one of the top-rated 5-star hotels in Venice. The Palace of the Baglioni Hotel Luna is home to a fully-fledged art gallery. The recent restoration now highlights the incredible beauty of the style and architectural lines.

CA Italy 2020 Hotel Information

General information on hotels in Europe and especially Italy

*Rooms booked for our group are standard room (entry level, run of house (ROH)), unless otherwise stated. These are standard basic rooms including all amenities specified for run of the house rooms in the mentioned category or higher level upon availability.

* Many hotels in Italy are in historic buildings or palaces. This means that each room is different in shape, size, floor and view, even within the same category and rate. Most rooms are small compared to the American standard. The elevators are also small. Some, like in the Danieli, fit only 4-6 people. This needs to be considered in order to be on time for events and daily departure.

*Please check the cost of extra amenities in hotels (rates are in Euro) as rates might be high. For example, bottled water, coffee in the coffee shop, phone calls from your room and laundry service.

* Buffet breakfast is included every day in all hotels in the main dining room. Some hotels may charge extra for a la carte items.